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Keep an Open Mind

Theresa B. Baton Rouge

One of the first phrases that I remember when I came to Al-Anon is in our closing "If you keep an open mind you will
find help". It took me a while to realize that my mind was pretty closed. My focus was on the alcoholic, and how to
get him to sober up.
After hearing this read at the close of each meeting, it occurred to me I could open my mind and learn about the family
disease of alcoholism, thus putting the focus on myself. The literature and meetings, along with the focus on myself
and the twelve steps helped me gain a new perspective on my life.
I began to look for gifts and talents that God had given me, and how I could start using them to help others. I gained
more knowledge about the family disease of alcoholism, which gave me insight into myself and how I related to
others. I found that my mind became clearer as the months went by and the adventure of knowing myself proceeded.
My search turned to creative thoughts and actions and I rekindled creative works from my past. These creative
thoughts and actions also helped me focus on myself and my ideas, and I continued to pray to God for help and
understanding. I found I have many skills and abilities. I joined several creative groups for knowledge and support,
to help me practice walking through my fears. What a beautiful adventure life has been because of Al-Anon! I love
the wonderful people and wonderful way of living each day, trusting in God.

Step One

Deb C. Baton Rouge

I used to leave the meetings mad and upset. What did it mean that I was powerless and that I had no control over
my situation and whether the alcoholic in my life drank or didn't drink? How could this be true? Didn't God put
us on this earth to help each other? How could I hurt someone my helping them? These questions kept me
coming to meetings and questioning the program.
But, little by little my own experience was teaching me that every time I tried to help the alcoholic in my life it
seemed like things got much worse. My life had gotten unmanageable. I was miserable, unhappy and too proud
to admit that I needed help and a new way of thinking and a new way of doing things.
Learning to let go and let God was something I said but never something I did. I guess that I didn't trust God.
Somehow in my twisted up thinking I thought God would be like my alcoholic and be unpredictable and
inconsistent and tricky. I prayed but only for my own crazy outcomes that I thought would fix my situation.
I can remember it as clearly as if it were yesterday the moment when I had a spiritual awakening and I thought
what if I don't know best? What if I let go of the outcomes and try trusting God? It wasn't going so good my
way... so I did. Just like a child learning to swim, I pushed off from the wall of the pool. I let go and began to
swim with my higher power.
" We admitted we were powerless over alcohol that our lives had become unmanageable"

CHANGE Angela A., AIS Chairperson
One of the greatest changes I've experienced in my life as the result of my AI-Anon recovery has been my
perception of change! I came into the program fearing, dreading, avoiding, manipulating, and fighting change of
any kind. That was a hallmark effect of alcoholism on my life. So much of my time and energy were spent trying
to maintain the shaky status quo and keep a lid on the impending eruptions of doom, that the thought of change
was unbearable. Today I am grateful to have been freed from that bleak existence.
I smile whenever I encounter the phrase: "Be the change you want to see in the world." That fills me with hope! It
reminds me of our beautiful AI-Anon Declaration: Let It Begin With Me. These new ideas remind me that change
isn't scary anymore. Change does me good, like the first breath of spring air. When I am spiritually fit and wellgrounded in my AI-Anon program through contact with others on the road to recovery, I can handle change and
even embrace it.
Sometimes I begin to swing far in the opposite direction and try to orchestrate, encourage, facilitate, and even
force change that I think will be good for me or others. That doesn't work well for me, either! My trying to force
change is usually rooted in some type of fear, a sense of scarcity, or worry of impending loss. Invariably it pops up
when I am trying to assume my Higher Power's role in my life or someone else's, and when I am not bouncing my
thoughts off a sponsor. When I find myself going in this direction, I try to bring my thinking back to center and
focus on myself, my needs, my part in what is taking place in the different, but parallel areas in my life. I need a
sponsor's help to do that job. Then I release all the rest to my Higher Power's infinite good will and care.
I had this experience recently with, of all things -AI-Anon Service at our AIS level! I begin to think:
"Hmmm...there are 1/3 of the meetings today in our town that there were 15 years ago. What if we lose more
meetings? What if AI-Anon isn't here when my kids, my sisters, my friends decide they want it?! Oh, no! The Sky
Is Falling! Quick, I've got to DO something about this! I've got to go out and CONVINCE people to come aboard
and help out at the AIS level! I've got to SHOW them how important it is! They just don't understand! I've got to
MAKE THIS CHANGE HAPPEN so our program grows and stays strong! After all, this will bring good change,
right?!" Wrong.
After speaking with my service sponsor about this, in my prayer and meditation some clarity and direction came to
me. I can only BE the change and LET it begin with me; I can't FORCE anything or anyone. That won't work
anyway. I am powerless; I am NOT helpless. There are things I CAN do: Attend carefully to my service
commitments and complete them lovingly and without complaint * Share the joy service has brought into my life
and the depth it has given my recovery * Make sure the meetings I chair include the topic of our Traditions as a
dynamic tool for building stronger relationships in our groups and beyond * Lovingly invite others to share their
talents with our Fellowship in ways that work for them * Drop all judgment of those who speak disparagingly of
service and instead try to have compassion for whatever barrier blocks this part of recovery for them * Channel
my frustrations into energy that allows me to contribute positively to the service group meetings I attend, with the
goal of adding to their productivity * Focus on keeping principles above personalities at all times * Notice the
growth in my fellow members and mirror it for them to see * Keep an open mind and remain willing to learn new
ideas and skills in service * Listen * Work faithfully with my service sponsor to set appropriate boundaries and
priorities, and to abide by our primary purpose * Ask only for knowledge of my Higher Power's will for me, and the
power to carry it out * Trust my Higher Power and love others * Laugh and have fun * Live and let live * Be the
change I want to see *
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Louisiana Meetings and Conventions, World Service Office

AI-Anon's Tradition Three: Our Non-Affiliation Policy
"The relatives of alcoholics, when gathered together for mutual aid, may call themselves an
AI-Anon Family Group, provided that, as a group, they have no other affiliation. The only
requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism in a relative or a friend."
Our Third Tradition defines precisely what AI-Anon is, and guides us in preventing the dilution of
the AI-Anon program by bringing in outside philosophies and practices. Because there are so many
things out there that resemble our AI-Anon philosophy, this can be confusing. At times, we may share
in a meeting about things that are not AI-Anon without realizing that we are crossing the line. The
following are examples of our sharings, as well as practices sometimes adopted by groups and
members, that are actually not consistent with our AI-Anon non-affiliation policy.
1. Using or mentioning materials other than AI-Anon Conference Approved Literature (CAL) in our
meetings, such as the Bible, commercially published books, newsletters from other programs,
newspaper articles, radio, TV, and internet materials.
2. Revealing our membership or affiliation in other twelve-step programs in the context of sharing
in an AI-Anon meeting. We are free to attend as many twelve-step programs as we choose;
however in AI-Anon meetings, we refrain from revealing our membership in other twelve-step
programs, and we only share our AI-Anon experience, strength, and hope as it relates to the
topic of the meeting.
3. Sharing philosophies received from our counselors, priests,
professionals.

doctors,

and other such

4. Electing or appointing members of AA as an AI-Anon Group Representative (GR). According to
our fellowship's Traditions, a dual member does not have a vote at the Area Assembly level and
beyond. Dual members are welcome and encouraged to participate in decisions made at the
group level, and to serve in other service capacities, such as group treasurer or other duties at
the local information service level (i.e., the AIS Board).
5. Introducing the practices of other programs into AI-Anon meetings.
AI-Anon does not have rules; however, we do honor the policies and procedures based upon our
Traditions, as articulated in our AI-Anon Service Manual (P-24). This insures the integrity of our worldwide AI-Anon fellowship; we can depend upon finding the same recovery we've come to rely upon, in
any AI-Anon meeting we might attend, anywhere in the world.
The best way to keep AI-Anon from becoming diluted is by establishing the group conscience,
assuring that it is consistent with the Traditions, and reading it at the beginning of each meeting. Our
GRs, and indeed all informed and experienced members, are responsible for our adherence to the
group conscience. Experience has shown that we do best to remain vigilant and address any
digressions, no matter how well-intentioned, as soon as they occur. Usually one-on-one discussion
after the meeting is helpful, as our fellow members are likely unaware of our Traditions and welcome
our loving sharing of what AI-Anon is, and what it is not. If the concern continues, contacting the DR
for further guidance is suggested. Also, see page 55 in Hope for Today (B-27)
Let us keep AI-Anon, AI-Anon. Many lives depend on it.
JayP
Delegate, Panel 42.

Each AI-Anon group is free to choose a meeting format based on a Group
Conscience, the collective wisdom and agreement of its Home Group
Members. The AI-Anon Service Manual offers a suggested format only;
each group may decide on specific guidelines based on how the group
chooses to conduct its meeting. That is called Group Autonomy. This is an
example of one group's meeting format chosen by Group Conscience.
Just for Today AI-Anon Family Group Meeting Format
"Will you join me for a moment of silence, followed by the SERENITY PRAYER?"
Read or have someone read the WELCOME.
Read or have someone read the PREAMBLE.
Read or have someone read the STEPS & TRADITION OF THE MONTH.
Read or have someone read the PROMISES.
"Let's INTRODUCE OURSELVES by first name only."
"Are there any newcomers present for their first AI-Anon meeting?" Have someone read the
NEWCOMER'S WELCOME, and ask if anyone would like to share what AI-Anon has meant to them?
"Are there any ANNOUNCEMENTS?"
Pass the chairperson calendar and the notebook roster. "Signing your name and phone number indicates a
willingness to talk with other members between meetings."
Pass the basket for DONATIONS. "The suggested AI-Anon donation is $2."
Read the following:
* This is an open discussion meeting. We discuss one of the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions on the
first Saturday of each month.
* Because of our large size, we ask that sharing be limited to 3 to 5 minutes.
* Please remember to use "I" statements and avoid crosstalk when sharing. (Crosstalk includes
addressing a sharing or question directly to another member in the meeting, commenting directly on
someone's sharing, and holding sideline conversations.)
* In accordance with our AI-Anon Traditions, please share about your recovery in the AI-Anon program,
and limit your references to AI-Anon Conference Approved Literature. In this way, our group will remain
healthy and thriving.
Announce TOPIC for the Meeting and open the sharing. Refer to Topic List or a piece of our Conference
Approved Literature if no topic is scheduled or previously chosen.
Read or have someone read CLOSING.
Close with the LORD'S PRAYER.

Group Name

Amt. contributed

Alateen
Bayou Alanon AFG
Came to Believe AFG
Courage to Change AFG
Faith & Hope AFG
Followers AFG (Alateen)
Gonzales AFG
Gonzales AFG, Too
Goodwood AFG
Just for Today AFG
Listen & Learn AFG
Molly Sharp Discussion AFG
Monday Discussion AFG
Morning Glory AFG
New Roads Monday AFG
Powerless Step Study AFG
Practice These Principles AFG
Prairieville AFG
Recovering Parents South AFG/Sun
Recovering Parents South
AFG/Wed
River Road AFG
St. Anthony AFG
St. Francisville Group
Saturday Newcomers AFG
Small World AFG
Stepping Stones AFG
Steps to Serenity AFG
Strength and Courage AFG
T.G.I.F. AFG
T.G.I.M. AFG
Triangle AFG
Wednesday Noon AFG
Wooddale Sunday Step
YALL AFG
Zachary Al-Anon

MEMORIAL DONATIONS TO A.F.G.

(Al-Anon Family Groups)
$160.00
$70.00
$168.00
$58.80
$40.00
$479.23

$107.00
$200.00
$90.00
$45.00
$129.13
$113.50

$20.00

Did you know you can make memorial
donations to Al-Anon in memory of
loved ones?
A Note from Carol W.
/ hove 6een so overwhelmed -with ail the
donations that have been made in (Riffs memory.
I would likg to than^each one of you personalty,
But Because of our anonymity I don 't know any
other way to reach you to tell you how much I
appreciate your gifts to JlC-JLnon, your thoughts
and prayers and your concern for me.
AL-ANON OFFICE UPDATES
BOARD MEETING AND OFFICER ELECTIONS JULY 13
AL-ANON OFFICE @ 615PM - G.R.'S PLEASE ATTEND
NEW ADDITIONS TO CD LIBRARY
• NEWCOMER CD FOR PURCHASE BY GROUPS
• ELLEN C. PRACTICING THESE PRINCIPLES
JAN2010

AIS OFFICE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED - KARYN A.
AIS NIGHT PHONE NEEDS SUBSTITUTES - TODD B,

$24.00
$44.00
$40.00
$120.00
$78.00
$60.00
$181.00
$34.00

THE LOIS WILSON STORY
"WHEN LOVE IS NOT ENOUGH"
AIRS ON CBS NETWORK
SUNDAY, APRIL 25 AT 9 PM EST
************************
MARK YOUR CALENDAR
JULY 16 - 18
AL-ANON STATE CONVENTION
LAFAYETTE LA

HERITAGE DAY 2010
An Annual Celebration of our Al-Anon Legacies

SATURDAY APRIL 24, 2010
Oak Lodge Conference Center "Orleans Room"
2834 S Sherwood Forest Blvd. Baton Rouge
11am Registration * 1145am Luncheon * 1230pm Heritage Day Presentation
followed by Guest Speaker Sylvia G.
Registration by Monday April 12 $20 for luncheon or walk in speaker only donation $3

